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Properties of proton drip-line nuclei at the sd-fp-shell interface

W. E. Ormand
Physics Department, 401 Nielsen Hall, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996
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Properties of proton-rich nuclei at thesd-f p-shell boundary with 37<A<48 are investigated within the
framework of the nuclear shell model. Predicted binding energies, one- and two-proton separation energies,
andb-end-point energies are presented. Half-lives associated with one- and two-proton emissions are com-
pared withb decay, and it is determined that the best candidates for the observation of correlated two-proton
emission are38Ti and 45Fe. The predicted branching ratios forb decay as a function of excitation energy in the
daughter nucleus are shown. Where available,b-decay half-lives are compared with experiment and are found
to be in overall good agreement.

PACS number~s!: 21.10.Dr, 21.10.Tg, 23.50.1z, 27.401z
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of radioactive ion beam facilitie
detailed studies of the properties of nuclei along the pro
drip line will be possible. This represents a new and exciti
development in nuclear structure physics from both expe
mental and theoretical points of view. By studying the pro
erties of nuclei with a large proton excess, it will be possib
to test nuclear-structure models, which have proven to
very successful for nuclei along the valley of stability, at th
extremes. An exciting feature of proton-rich nuclei is th
new decay modes, such as diproton emission, may be
servable. Given that the two-proton system is unbound, i
of particular interest to discover whether diproton emissi
occurs via the sequential emission of protons through a
tual intermediate state or by the emission of a correla
two-proton system. An important region of study for th
phenomenon is the interface between the 0s-1d ~sd) and
0f -1p ~fp! shells, in particular, those nuclei with active va
lence protons in thefp shell and neutron holes in thesdshell.

Diproton emission is a decay process that is allowed
cause of the odd-even staggering in binding energy. Beca
of the pairing interaction, the system with an even number
protons (Z,N) is generally more tightly bound than th
(Z21,N) nucleus, but because of the symmetry energy a
Coulomb repulsion, it is unbound relative to the (Z22,N)
system. Similar to single-proton emission, the decay rate
diproton emission is determined by the penetrability fac
PC to tunnel through the Coulomb barrier. Because of t
higher charge of the two-proton system, however, the C
lomb barrier is higher, and the decay rate for diproton em
sion is much slower in comparison to proton emission w
the same separation energy. In addition, because of the l
Coulomb energy difference between (Z,N) and
(Z21,N11) nuclei, theb-decay end-point energy is quite
large, and the correspondingb-decay lifetime is very short
(;10–50 ms!. As such, we may expect a competition b
tweenb-decay and diproton emission.

Theb-decay lifetimes of proton-rich nuclei are short be
cause of two effects caused by the largeQb value ~or
53556-2813/96/53~1!/214~8!/$06.00
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b-end-point energyEb). The first is an obvious effect in that
the lifetime is proportional toEb

25 . The second effect is that
because of the largeQb value, the Fermi transition to the
analog state is allowed and Gamow-Teller transitions c
occur to a large number of states in the final nucleus. Indee
with an end-point energy of the order of 11–18 MeV, sever
hundred Gamow-Teller transitions are possible. Because
the phase-space factor, however, those states with the larg
b end point tend to dominate the decay.

As is pointed out in Ref.@1#, oneb decay in the mass
region being studied here that deserves special attention
that for 40Ti. The importance of40Ti is that it is the analog of
40Ar, which is the medium for detecting solar neutrinos with
the ICARUS detector. Contrary to the initial ICARUS design
assumptions@2#, Gamow-Teller transitions were found to be
significant, increasing the absorption cross section by a fa
tor of 3 @1#. Fortunately, because of the largeQb value for
40Ti, all transitions of significance for neutrino absorption o
40Ar are experimentally accessible in theb decay, and a
calibration of ICARUS for neutrino detection is possible.

In this paper, a shell-model study of nuclei at the interfac
of the sdand fp shells is carried out. Absolute binding ener
gies, and, therefore, one- and two-proton separation energ
are evaluated by adding a computed Coulomb energy sh
between analog nuclei to the experimentally measured bin
ing energy of the neutron-rich member. The Coulomb ener
shifts were evaluated using an interaction determined emp
cally by fitting to experimentalb andc coefficients@3#. The
predicted binding energies are expected to be accurate at
level of 50–150 keV. Theb-decay properties of several nu-
clei, including lifetimes and branching ratios, are presente
Where possible, comparison with experiment is made. La
the expected lifetimes forb decay and single-proton and
diproton emission are compared with an eye towards choo
ing the best candidate for observing diproton decay.

The paper is organized in the following manner. In Sec. I
the method for computing absolute binding energies is ou
lined. In Sec. III, theb-decay properties of38–41Ti, 42–44V,
42–45Cr, 46Mn, and 45,46Fe are presented. Comparisons be
tween particle emission andb-decay lifetimes are given in
Sec. IV, and concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.
214 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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II. BINDING ENERGIES

Within the framework of the nuclear shell model, accura
absolute binding energies are somewhat difficult to evalu
directly. This is because the dominant part of the nucle
Hamiltonian, which is isoscalar, is usually determined e
pirically by fitting to experimental binding energies that hav
had the Coulomb energy subtracted off in an average w
~cf. @4,5#!. As such, the resulting isoscalar nuclear Ham
tonian may contain residual parts associated with the isos
lar part of the Coulomb interaction.

On the other hand, it is rather straightforward to compu
the Coulomb energy shifts within an isobaric multiplet a
was demonstrated in Refs.@3,6,7#. The binding energy of the
members within a multiplet withA nucleons, isospinT, and
z component of the isospinTz5(Z2N)/2 can accurately be
reproduced with the isobaric mass multiplet equati
~IMME ! @8–10#

BE~A,T,Tz ,i !5a~A,T,i !1b~A,T,i !Tz1c~A,T,i !Tz
2 ,

~1!

where i denotes all other quantum numbers, and the coe
cientsa, b, and c depend on the isoscalar@12#, isovector,
and isotensor components of the nuclear Hamiltonian,
spectively. In Ref.@3#, empirical isovector and isotenso
Hamiltonians were obtained for several shell-model spac
The deviations between theory and experiment varied fr
space to space, but on average the rms deviations forb andc
coefficients were of the order 30 keV and 15 keV, respe
tively.

From Eq.~1!, the binding energy difference between is
baric analogs withTz56T is given by

BE~A,T,Tz5T,i !2BE~A,T,Tz52T,i !52b~A,T,i !T.
~2!

Therefore, an accurate way to predict binding energies
proton-rich nuclei is to compute theb coefficient for
the multiplet ~or analog Coulomb energy difference!
and add 2bT to the experimental binding energ
BEexpt(A,T,Tz52T,i ) of the neutron-rich member. Here
the experimental binding energies were taken from the 19
atomic mass tables of Audi and Wapstra@11#.

For the nuclei under consideration in this work, the Co
lomb energy shifts were evaluated using the shell-mo
code OXBASH @13# in proton-neutron formalism. The con
figuration space consisted of the 0d3/2 and 0f 7/2 orbitals,
while the isoscalar Hamiltonian is given in Ref.@14#. The
Coulombic, or isospin nonconserving~INC!, interaction is
described in Ref.@3#, and was fit to 22b and 13c coeffi-
cients using the same base isoscalar interaction. The
deviation between the fitted and experimentalb coefficients
was 21.2 keV. The uncertainty in the predicted binding e
ergy for theTz5T nucleus is therefore~in keV!

dBE~A,T,Tz5T,i !

5A~42T!22d„BEexpt~A,T,Tz52T,i !…2, ~3!

wheredBEexpt(A,T,Tz52T,i ) is the uncertainty in the ex-
perimental binding energy.
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An important parameter for the INC interaction is the o
cillator frequency\v, as the Coulomb components ar
scaled as a function ofA by the factor@3#

S~A!5F\v~A!

11.096G
1/2

. ~4!

For the most part,\v is chosen to reproduce experiment
rms charge radii, and for many nuclei it can be accurat
parametrized by

\v~A!545A21/3225A22/3 MeV. ~5!

It is important to note, however, that forA>45, Eq. ~5!
underestimates\v as compared to values derived from ex
perimental charge radii. Indeed, in Ref.@3#, the value of
10.222 MeV was used forA553. In addition, a similar INC
interaction was recently developed forfp-shell nuclei, and
better agreement between theoretical and experimental C
lomb energy shifts was obtained with oscillator frequenci
derived from the rms charge radii of Hartree-Fock calcu
tions using the SkyrmeM* interaction@15#. In Ref. @3#, no
nuclei in the mass region 44<A<48 were included in the
fits to the INC interaction, and as suchb coefficients for
nuclei with A545–46 are significantly underpredicted. T
account for the discrepancy between Eq.~5! and experimen-
tal values for heavier nuclei,\v for 44<A<48 was fixed so
as to reproduce some experimental data. ForA545–47, ex-
perimental b coefficients obtained between mirror nucle
were used, while forA544 and 48, Coulomb shifts betwee
analog states in Sc and Ca isotopes were used. The value
\v used for these nuclei are 10.841, 10.844, 10.886, 10.7
and 10.738~in MeV! for A5 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48, respec
tively.

It should be pointed out that Eq.~2! was also used in Ref.
@16# to obtain absolute binding energies. For the purelyfp-
shell nuclei~i.e., those nuclei that to first order close thesd
shell!, the b coefficients for Eq.~2! were obtained from a
shell-model calculation using only the 0f 7/2 orbit and an INC
interaction determined in Ref.@7#. On the other hand, a sim-
plified, ‘‘weak-coupling’’ approximation was used for the
cross-shell nuclei, and theb coefficients did not depend on
the structure of the state. In contrast, a fully microscop
calculation utilizing the same shell-model configuratio
space for all nuclei under consideration was carried out he
For the most part, the two approaches are in overall agr
ment, with some differences at the level of 200–300 ke
being observed. In addition, due to a global rms deviati
between experimental and fittedb coefficients of 21 keV, the
uncertainties quoted here are somewhat larger. Last, pre
tions for some nuclei not included in Ref.@16# are reported
here.

Shown in Table I are the results obtained for proton-ri
nuclei whose binding energies are unknown in the mass
gion 37<A<48. The table lists the experimental bindin
energy of the neutron-rich analog, the predicted binding e
ergy, and one- and two-proton separation energies, as we
theb-decay end-point energy.

One nucleus listed in Table I deserves special consid
ation. This is47Ni, which, to first order, has eight protons in
the fp shell and a single neutron hole in thesdshell. One can
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TABLE I. Predicted binding energies, one- and two-proton separation energies (Sp and S2p , respectively!, and b-decay end-point
energies for proton-rich nuclei with 37<A<48. The absolute binding energies were computed with theoretical Coulomb energy shifts a
onto the experimental binding energy for the neutron-rich analog, also listed in the table.

BEtheor BEexpt analog
a Sp S2p Eb

AZ Tz Jp ~MeV! AZ analog ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV! ~MeV!

37Sc 5/2 7/22 278.490~105! 37S 313.017 -2.870~112! -0.309~107! -
38Sc 2 22 295.008~84! 38Cl 323.208 -1.144~86! 2.358~84! -
38Ti 3 01 278.928~126! 38S 321.054~7! 0.438~164! -2.432~132! 15.298~151!
39Sc 3/2 7/22 312.483~63! 39Ar 333.941~5! -0.639~63! 3.910~63! -
39Ti 5/2 3/21 295.486~105! 39Cl 331.281~2! 0.478~134! -0.666~107! 16.215~122!
39V 7/2 7/22 275.470~155! 39S 325.430~50! -3.458~193! -3.020~180! -
40Ti 2 01 314.727~84! 40Ar 343.810 2.244~105! 1.605~84! 11.441~85!
40V 3 22 293.455~130! 40Cl 337.110~30! -2.031~164! -1.553~151! -
40Cr 4 01 275.087~284! 40S 333.180~230! -0.383~223! -3.841~210! 17.586~312!
41Ti 3/2 3/21 329.404~63! 41K 351.618 2.454~63! 2.993~63! 12.951~63!
41V 5/2 7/22 312.993~159! 41Ar 349.909 -1.734~149! -0.510~122! -
41Cr 7/2 3/21 293.198~103! 41Cl 344.960~60! -0.257~196! -2.288~180! 19.013~180!
42V 2 22 329.092~84! 42K 359.152 -0.312~105! 2.142~84! 17.031~84!
42Cr 3 01 314.275~132! 42Ar 359.340~40! 1.282~203! -0.452~151! 14.035~151!
43V 3/2 7/22 346.994~63! 43Ca 369.828 0.089~63! 3.857~63! 11.368~63!
43Cr 5/2 3/21 330.540~105! 43K 368.795~9! 1.448~134! 1.136~122! 15.650~122!
43Mn 7/2 7/22 311.512~163! 43Ar 364.960~70! -2.763~210! -1.481~228! -
44V 1 21 360.952~42! 44Sc 376.524~2! 1.777~43! 6.265~42! 13.740~42!
44Cr 2 01 349.816~84! 44Ca 380.960~1! 2.822~105! 2.911~84! 10.354~94!
44Mn 3 22 329.271~132! 44K 376.080~40! -1.269~164! 0.179~151! -
44Fe 4 01 310.911~169! 44Ar 373.318~20! -0.601~234! -3.364~210! 17.578~211!
45Cr 3/2 7/22 364.030~63! 45Sc 387.850~1! 3.078~76! 4.855~63! 12.277~65!
45Mn 5/2 7/22 348.736~105! 45Ca 384.953~10! -1.080~134! 1.742~122! -
45Fe 7/2 3/21 329.261~84! 45K 384.953~10! -0.010~198! -1.279~181! 18.693~180!
45Co 9/2 7/22 307.108~198! 45Ar 378.850~60! -3.803~260! -4.404~256! -
46Mn 2 41 364.160~84! 46Sc 396.610~1! 0.076~105! 3.208~94! 17.033~86!
46Fe 3 01 350.152~126! 46Ca 398.769~2! 1.416~164! 0.336~151! 13.226~151!
46Co 4 22 326.746~169! 46K 391.835~16! -2.515~224! -2.525~211! -
46Ni 5 01 305.476~213! 46Ar 386.920~40! -1.632~291! -5.435~271! -
47Mn 3/2 5/22 382.407~63! 47Ti 407.072~1! 0.432~66! 5.318~66! 11.939~64!
47Fe 5/2 7/22 366.132~105! 47Sc 407.254~2! 1.972~134! 2.102~122! 15.493~122!
47Co 7/2 7/22 348.513~147! 47Ca 406.045~2! -1.639~194! -0.233~180! -
47Nib 9/2 1/21 325.950~289! 47K 400.184~8! -0.796~353! -3.311~340! -
48Mn 1 41 397.157~42! 48V 413.904~3! 2.029~44! 6.796~42! 13.523~43!
48Fe 2 01 385.191~84! 48Ti 418.699~1! 2.784~105! 3.216~86! 11.184~94!
48Co 3 61 365.233~126! 48Sc 415.487~5! -0.899~164! 1.073~126! -
48Ni 4 01 349.015~168! 48Ca 415.991~4! 0.502~223! -1.137~210! 15.436~210!

aFrom Ref.@11#. Only uncertainties greater than 1 keV are tabulated.
bSee text for discussion of47Ni ground-state properties.
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deduce the ground-state spin to beJp51/21 from the analog
nucleus47K. This is counter to the natural expectation of
3/21 ground state, as is the case for45K, and seems to also
be the assumption used in Ref.@16#. Of course this indicates
that at some level the 1s1/2 orbit is becoming important. In-
deed, a 1\v shell-model calculation using thesd-fp shells
and the interaction of Ref.@5#, which is used extensively in
the next section, predicts that the 1/21 and 3/21 states are
almost degenerate. In addition, the states are more than 5
single hole in character. Currently, no Coulomb interactio
a

0%
n

has been developed that includes this extended model spa
and the predicted binding energy for47Ni is obtained by
computing the Coulomb energy shift for the 3/21 state, and
assuming that the shift for the 1/21 state is the same. The
total uncertainty is then increased by the conservati
amount of 100 keV in order to account for a possible varia
tion in the Coulomb shifts for these two states.

Shown in Table II are the two-proton separation energi
obtained in comparison with those of Ref.@16# for those
nuclei that are both proton stable and unbound to diprot
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emission. The two methods are in excellent agreement
39Ti and 42Cr, while for 45Fe and48Ni, the two results differ
by approximately 200 keV, but are in overall agreement b
cause of the larger uncertainties quoted here. Although th
differences are not that large, they can have important c
sequences regarding the expected diproton decay half
because of the extreme sensitivity to the two-proton sepa
tion energy, as will be seen in Sec. IV. Indeed, for this ene
region, a 100 keV change in the separation energy can l
to a three-order-of-magnitude change in the half-life. No
the addition of38Ti to Table II, which was not included in
Ref. @16#. In addition to the five candidates listed in Table I
also note two other nuclei in Table I that are predicted to
proton unstable by approximately 200–300 keV, but are u
bound to diproton emission by more than 2 MeV. The
cases are40Cr and 41Cr. Because of the large two-proto
separation energies, the dominant decay mode for these
clei may be diproton emission with a very short lifetime~see
Sec. IV!.

Finally, as an additional check, the Coulomb energy sh
for the purelyfp-shell nuclei were also computed using th
INC interaction of Ref.@15# in conjunction with the FPD6
interaction of Ref.@17# in the fp shell, and were found to
agree with the values used in Table I to within 50 keV.

III. b-DECAY PROPERTIES

In this section, theb-decay properties of several nucle
listed in Table I are presented. In particular, the half-lives a

TABLE II. Comparison between the two-proton separation e
ergiesS2p of this work and Ref.@12#.

AZ S2p ~MeV! S2p ~MeV!

This work Ref.@12#

38Ti -2.432~132! -
39Ti -0.666~107! -0.657~20!
42Cr -0.452~151! -0.498~66!
45Fe -1.279~181! -1.154~94!
48Ni -1.137~210! -1.357~130!
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the distribution of theb-decay strength in the daughter
nucleus are shown.

The partial half-life for theb decay from the parent
ground state to thei th state in daughter nucleus is given by

t1/2
i 5

K

GV
2 uMo→ i u2f o→ i

, ~6!

where K52p3(ln2)\7/(me
5c4) and K/GV

25617064 s @18#.
The square of the transition matrix elementuMo→ i u2 is writ-
ten as

uMo→ i u25@B~F !o→ i1B~GT!o→ i #, ~7!

where, in the long-wavelength limit, the Fermi and Gamow
Teller reduced transition probabilities are given by

B~F !o→ i5
1

2Jo11
u^Ji uut6uuJo&u2

5@To~Ti11!2TzoTzi#do,i , ~8!

and

B~GT!o→ i5
1

2Jo11 S gAgVD
2

u^Ji uu~sW t6!effuuJo&u2, ~9!

with the quantitygA /gV51.260660.0075@19# being the ra-
tio of the axial and vector weak-coupling constants. No
that the Fermi transition only occurs between the isobar
analog states~IAS’s!. Last, in keeping with the observation
that experimentalB~GT! values are generally quenched rela
tive to theoretical estimates, the free-nucleon Gamow-Tell
operators were renormalized by the factor 0.775@20#.

For the statistical rate functionf o→ i , the formalism of
Ref. @21# was used, which is expected to be accurate
within 0.5%, namely,

n-
f o→ i5~11dR1db
Za21db

Z2a3!E
1

W0
dWpW~W02W!2F0~Z,W!L0~Z,W!C~Z,W!R~W!, ~10!
wherep andW are the electron momentum and energy, r
spectively, in units ofmec

2, W0 being the end point, and
F0(Z,W), L0(Z,W), C(Z,W), andR(W) are parametrized
correction factors given in Ref.@21#. The radiative correction
factor dR is computed by@22#

dR5
a

2p

*dWpW~W02W!2g~W,W0!

*dWpW~W02W!2
, ~11!

whereg(W,W0) is given by Eq.~III-21! in Ref. @22#. The
higher-order radiative corrections are parametrized accord

to db
Za254.031024uZu anddb

Z2a353.631026Z2 @21#.
e-

ing

The totalb-decay half-life is then given by the sum of the
individual decay rates, i.e.,

1

t1/2
5(

i

1

t1/2
i , ~12!

while the branching ratio of the decay to thei th state is given
by

BRi5
t1/2
t1/2
i . ~13!
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Here, theb-decay properties of several nuclei that ar
expected to be bound to single-proton emission to within 3
keV are computed in the mass region 37<A<46. Two
classes of nuclei are considered. The first consists of cr
sd-fp-shell nuclei with valence protons in thefp shell, and
neutron holes in thesd shell, in particular, 38–41Ti, 42V,
42Cr, 43Cr, and 45Fe. The second class is nuclei whose v
lence nucleons are in thefp shell only, and are43,44V,
44,45Cr, 46Mn, and 46Fe. For all nuclei, the wave functions
were computed in isospin formalism using the shell-mod
programOXBASH @13#. For the cross-shell nuclei, thesd-fp
shell valence space combined with the interaction of Ref.@5#
was used. The model space for each nucleus was limited
the minimal\v excitation to construct the states of the de
sired parity and isospin as is described in Ref.@5#. Within
this context, all possible shell-model configurations were i
cluded in the calculations with the exception of45Fe, where
no more than three particles were allowed outside the 0f 7/2
orbit. This restriction was imposed so that the largest dime
sion for anyJ,T space was of the order 16 000. For the pu
fp-shell nuclei, the calculations were carried using the FPD
interaction of Ref.@17# with no restrictions.

Shown in Table III are the computedb-decay half-lives
for each nucleus, and, where possible, a comparison w
experimental data is made@23,24#. In addition, for complete-
ness in this mass region, theb-decay half-life of48Ni given
in Ref. @16# is also presented. Because of the strong depe
dence in the partial half-lives on the end-point energy, t
excitation energies in the daughter nuclei were fixed by e
amining the spectra in the analog, neutron-rich nucle
whenever possible. For the most part, this amounted to fix
the starting point of a particularJp,T band in the daughter
nucleus. The uncertainty in the theoretical predictions is e
pected to be at the level of~10–20!%. With approximately
10% being due to the uncertainty in theb end point for each
transition, and another~5–10!% due to uncertainties in the
theoreticalB~GT! values. For the most part, the predicte
b-decay half-lives for Ti isotopes are in overall agreeme
with experiment.

TABLE III. b-decay half-lives for selected nuclei compare
with experiment where possible.

AZ t1/2
theor ~ms! t1/2

expt ~ms!

38Ti 22 -
39Ti 29 2627

18 ~Ref. @23#!
40Ti 56 56212

118 ~Ref. @23#!
41Ti 97 80~2! ~Ref. @24#!
42V 27
43V 84
44V 114
42Cr 17
43Cr 14
44Cr 51
45Cr 69
46Mn 37
45Fe 7
46Fe 18
48Ni 9 ~Ref. @16#!
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In addition to the transitions listed in Table III, both
40Cr and 41Cr are nearly stable to proton breakup, but wer
not included because rather severe truncations on the sh
model space would be required in order to render the calc
lations tractable. As such, the Gamow-Teller matrix elemen
may be unreliable. Making comparisons with similar cases
Table III, the partial half-lives forb decay can be expected
to be of the order 2–10 ms. In addition, these two nuclei a
unbound to two-proton emission by more than 2 MeV, an
as will be seen in the next section, their partial half-lives fo
diproton emission will be shorter by several orders of ma
nitude. Hence, the dominant decay mode for these two nuc
will most likely be diproton emission with an extremely
short lifetime.

In Fig. 1, the branching ratio for each decay is plotted a
a function of excitation energy in the daughter nucleus. Ge
erally, the decays are fragmented over a large number
states. However, because of the phase-space factorf of Eq.
~10!, the distribution is generally weighted toward states wit
the largestb end point~lowest excitation energy!. The ex-
ception to this trend is of course the Fermi transition, whic
occurs to the analog state at higher excitation energy. Ev
though theb-end-point energy for this state is much smalle
than for the low-lying Gamow-Teller transitions, the Ferm
transition is a competitive decay mode because of the mu
larger transition amplitudeB(F), as can be seen from Eq.
~8!. Last, note that in essentially all cases, theb decay occurs
to final states in the daughter nucleus that are proton u
bound.

This section is concluded by noting that isospin-mixin
effects have been ignored. At first this may seem to be a b
approximation since the analog state has a high excitati
energy in the daughter, and can in principle mix with man
background states with isospinT21. As is pointed out in
Ref. @1#, however, the total Fermi strength is still observable
and the effect of isospin mixing would be to spread th
Fermi strength out over a narrow energy window of approx
mately 100–200 keV because of the rather weak mixing m
trix elements. Indeed, it is shown in Ref.@1# the effects of
isospin mixing on the totalb-decay half-life cancel to first
order, leading to uncertainties if the order of 0.2% in the tot
half-life.

IV. PARTICLE DECAY LIFETIMES

In this section, the partial half-lives for particle emission
are examined, and compared with theb-decay half-lives of
the previous section. Here, the particle-decay lifetimes a
estimated using standard approximations@25–27# namely,
that the decay rate,G, is given by

G52u2g2PL~S!, ~14!

where u is the shell-model spectroscopic factor,g2 is the
Wigner reduced width, andPL(S) is the penetrability factor
dependent on both the orbital angular momentumL and the
separation energyS. For single-proton emission the reduced
width and penetrability factors were evaluated using th
WKB approximation as described in Ref.@27#, i.e., using
Eqs. ~12!–~22!. For all the proton-rich nuclei under consid-
eration here, the emitted proton hasL53. For diproton emis-
sion, the penetrabilities and reduced widths were evaluat

d
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FIG. 1. Plot of the branching ratios as a function of excitation energy in the daughter nucleus for theb decay of 38–41Ti, 42–44V,
42–45Cr, 46Mn, and 45,46Fe. The branching ratios are summed in bins of 250 keV.
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as in Ref.@16#, using r-matrix theory as described in Ref
@25# @in particular Eq.~4.4b!#. The Coulomb wave functions
used to compute the penetrabilities were evaluated us
Steed’s method with an algorithm due to Barnett@28#. Be-
cause of the absence of a centrifugal barrier in theL50
channel, the dominant decay mode is expected to occur w
the two protons are emitted in a correlatedL50 state@29#.
The Wigner reduced width is given by

g253\2c2/2mR0
2 , ~15!

wherem is the reduced mass, and the channel radiusR0 was
taken to be 4.0 fm. It is to be noted that by decreasing t
channel radius to 3.5 fm, the decay rate increases by appr
mately a factor of 2.

The spectroscopic factoru can be evaluated within the
framework of the shell model. For the emission of a sing
proton from a single-particle orbit with quantum numbe
nl j , the spectroscopic factor is@30#

u5
1

A2J11
^C f~J!uuanl j

† uuC i~J8!&. ~16!

For diproton emissionu2 can be estimated using cluster
overlap approximation@31#, namely,
.

ing

hen

he
oxi-

le
rs

-

u25G2@A/~A2k!#lu^C f uccuC i&u2, ~17!

wherek, l, andG2 are parameters dependent on the mode
space and the emitted cluster, andcc is a two-proton cluster
wave function in which the relative motion of the particles is
governed by the 0S state, and is obtained by diagonalizing
an SU~3!-conserving interaction within the shell-model con-
figuration space@31#. For the most part, the spectroscopic
factors are generally of the order 0.5–0.75, as is observed
Ref. @16#.

On the other hand, the penetrability factorPL is extremely
sensitive to the separation energy. Indeed, for separation e
ergies of the order of 500 keV, an uncertainty of6100 keV
leads to a range of nearly six orders of magnitude in th
half-life. Given that the theoretical uncertainties for each o
the diproton emitters are all 100 keV or more, an accura
estimate of the spectroscopic factor is not needed in order
get a reasonable estimate of the diproton lifetime for th
purpose of designing experiments. Hence, the lifetimes r
ported here are evaluated assumingu251, with the under-
standing that they may be too short by a factor of 2–4~this
also includes uncertainties associated with the channel r
dius!.

To illustrate the sensitivity in the half-life on the separa
tion energy, shown in Fig. 2 are the half-lives associated wit
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41Cr for both single-proton~solid line! and diproton~dashed
line! emission as a function of the separation energiesSp and
S2p ~note that2S is plotted!. The solid squares represent th
half-lives obtained with the separation energies given
Table I, while the open circles delineate the limits due to th
theoretical uncertainties. As can be seen in the figure,
cause of the uncertainty in the proton separation ener
there is a range in the expected half-life of approximately
orders of magnitude. It is also seen that, in order forb decay
to be competitive with proton emission in this mass regio
the parent nucleus must be unbound by less than 200 k
which corresponds to a partial half-life of approximately 2–
ms. From Table I, it is apparent that both45Fe and 46Mn
qualify within this range, while40Cr, 41Cr, and42V are at the
limits. As in the case for proton decay, diproton emission
also quite sensitive to the separation energy, especially in
region of 0.3–1.0 MeV. Notice from Table III that the
b-decay half-lives for all nuclei that are unbound to diproto
emission are of the order 10–30 ms. Hence, as can be see
Fig. 2, the parent nucleus must have a two-proton separa
energy less than21.0 MeV in order for diproton emission to
be experimentally observable.

Listed in Table IV are the half-lives associated with dipro
ton emission for38–39Ti, 42Cr, 45Fe, and 48Ni. The three
values tabulated correspond to the separation energies g

FIG. 2. Logarithmic plot of the half-lives~in seconds! associ-
ated with the single-proton and diproton decay of41Cr as a function
of the separation energiesSp andS2p , respectively~note that in the
figure 2S is plotted!. The solid squares represent the half-live
obtained with the separation energies listed in Table I, while t
open circles show the range due to the theoretical uncertainty in
separation energies.

TABLE IV. Half-lives for diproton emitters compared with
b-decay half-lives and the results of Ref.@16#.

AZ
t1/2

~ms!
t1/2
min-max

~ms!
t1/2
b

~ms!
t1/2
Ref. @16#

~ms!

38Ti 9310212 (0.4–2.3)310212 22 -
39Ti 40 0.4–2000 29 28–140
42Cr 1011 105–1019 17 107–1012
45Fe 131023 1025–1021 7 0.003–0.4
48Ni 3 0.01–3660 9 0.001–0.2
e
in
e
be-
gy,
16

n,
eV,
8

is
the

n
n in
tion

-

iven

in Table I, as well as the minimum and maximum values du
to the theoretical uncertainty. In addition, theb-decay half-
lives for each case are also shown. Finally, for the purpose
comparison, the range of half-lives for these nuclei obtaine
in Ref. @16# are also listed.

From Table IV, it is seen that the two definitive cases fo
diproton emission are38Ti and 45Fe. For both of these nu-
clei, the partial half-lives for particle emission are severa
orders of magnitude shorter~even at the extreme upper
ranges! than for b decay. Of the two,45Fe is perhaps the
more amenable to experiment since the half-life is expect
to be of the order of 1ms. On the other hand, both39Ti and
48Ni are marginal cases in that the half-life for diproton
emission predicted by the separation energy is expected to
very close to that forb decay. As such, when considering the
large range in the half-life associated with the uncertainty
S2p , these lifetimes could be much longer than th
b-decay lifetime, and, hence, would not be observable. Th
conclusion is essentially borne out experimentally for39Ti,
where no evidence of diproton emission was found@23#.

Finally, it is noted that an additional feature of45Fe is that
since it has a nonzero ground-state spin, it may be possible
examine the angular correlations of the emitted protons
determine whether the decay occurred via correlated em
sion or by the emission of two sequential protons. In th
latter case, the two protons should be uncorrelated and
hibit the characteristics of particles emitted from anL53
single-particle state.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, proton-rich nuclei at the interface of th
1s0d and 0f1p shells are studied in detail. Absolute binding
energies were evaluated by computing the Coulomb ener
shifts between mirror nuclei, and adding this shift to th
experimentally determined binding energy of the neutro
rich isotope. The principal improvement obtained here ov
previous works, namely, Ref.@16#, is in the coherent shell-
model treatment of all nuclei in the study. In particular, th
Coulomb energy shifts were computed using the same sh
model space and interaction for both the ‘‘purely’’fp-shell
and the cross-shell nuclei. With the computed binding ene
gies, one- and two-proton separation energies were compu
with an eye towards identifying candidates for the exper
mental observation of diproton emission. Half-lives assoc
ated withb decay and diproton emission are presented, a
it is concluded that the best candidates for the observation
diproton emission are38Ti and 45Fe.
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